Bitcoin Market in Brazil
JANUARY ends with the BRXBT Index at R$ 1,682.78 (USD 420.82)
down 6.25% amid a very volatile market.

The market instability, allied to a possible perception of lower
prices, led to an increase of 7% in monthly volume
compared to December and the highest monthly volume seen
in the Brazilian market above R$ 21 million (USD 456K).
Compared to January 2015, the first month of 2016 saw a
volume 3.5x higher.
After four consecutive months of record high volumes, the
brazilian market continue to present a strong growth and is
poised to reach R$ 300 millions in 2016.
Even though February is a month with less days and a few bank
holidays (in Brazil), current activity projects a total volume of
transactions between R$ 19 millions and R$ 25 millions.

MARKET SHARE
The new record volume brought an increase in volume in almost every exchange but the TOP3 lost overall market share and represent now
87% of the monthly volume.

[FlowBTC requested not to be listed on the detailed exchange view. Total amount and market share considers every known brazilian exchange.]

Some exchanges achieved in January their record high monthly volume, with BITCOINTOYOU surpassing for the first time the R$ 4
million mark and NEGOCIECOINS reaching above R$ 800 thousand.
FOXBIT (41%) continue to lead for the ninth month in a row but see a reduction (8.7p.p.) in market share and volume (R$ 1,1 million).
MERCADOBITCOIN (26%) keeps the second place recovering (+2p.p.) market share but still under November’s numbers.
BITCOINTOYOU (20%) keeps the third place with good increase (+3p.p.) of market share.
For more reports like this and other realtime information from the brazilian market, access http://bitvalor.com
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